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OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR RADIO EMISSION AT 9.4 Gc/ s 
BY 16 ELEMENT INTERFEROMETER 

by 

HARUO TANAKA 

Summary- 16-element interferometer for use at 9.4 Gc/s was completed in the early 
summer of 1960. Maximum resolving power is 2.21 . Observat ions for more than 5 hours 
are being conducted every day. The most remarkable feature is the capability of taking 
2 series of drift curves for both brightness and circular polarization. Bipolar nature of 
the source of polarization over the bipolar sunspot has now become clear. Size of a 
radio spot at this frequency seems to be not much larger than the area of optical sunspot 
in contrast with more diffused feature observed at lower frequencies. The s ize does not 
change appreciably during its travel across the solar disk. Some centers of polarization 
were found to shift during the 2nc.l phase of the em wave burst, probably due to the 
change of emission mechanism. 

1. Introduction 

Regular observations of the sun using a n 8- element interferometer for use at 9.4 
Gc/s o have been conducted for about a yea r in parallel with the observations by another 
similar equipment for use at 4 Gc/s'2l and some interesting results have been obtained'·3' . 

The former was extended to 16 elements in the ear ly summer of 1960. Maximum resolv
ing power was increased from 4.5 to 2.2 minutes of arc. This may be the first interfero
meter that can observe the distribution of the sources of polarization as well as the 
brightness over the solar disk at the same time. Though the resolving power is s till poor 
for the observation of detailed features of radio sources, it will be covered to a certain 
extent with the s imple beam configuration as we ll as the precise observations for a long 
time, more than 5 hours every day. 

Fig. 1. General view of 16- element interferometer. 
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II . Equipment 

1. A ntenna 

16 parab oloids, 2 meters in diameter, are placed in E W d irection at 2.74 meters' 
interval as sh own in Fig. 1. Each polar axis is fixed on a concrete basis of 43 meters 
in tota l leng th , and is driven by a common shaft of 0.03 rpm. T his common shaft is 
divided into un it pieces w hich are free in axia l direction, whereas play of rotation is 
negligible. The concrete basis is now well aged and each mount has the accuracy of 1 
millimeter in every direction. though correction by a few millimeters was necessary several 
months after const ruct io n. 

Antenna feeds are Hll matched circu lar waveguide ends for rece iving circularly 
polari zed components. T h e half- power widt h of the main beam is 2.221 for beam nu mber 
0 around local noon, 2.441 for number 30, 3.01' for number 50 which is placed approxi
mately 2.5 hours before a nd after local noon. These values are calculated for noise signals 
of 8.5 Mc/s band widtht21• 

2. Device for mea suring pola riza t ion 

16 ferrite switches with quarter wavelength platesr'1 are placed in cylindrical boxes 
over the paraboloids. Square- wave current is fed in series into the coils so that the r ight 
and left handed polarized components (hereafter wi ll be called R and L ) are switched at 
a speed of 125 c/s . Through a phase sensit ive detecto r at the output of the receiver , we 
can get a d rif t curve of R- L. 

3. Transmission lines 

As shown in Fig. 2, the outputs of the antenna are divided into two parts and each 
of the 8 out puts is combined in a conventional form with silver coated rigid waveguides. 
Contact couplings are used for s implicity, which are air - tightened by applying si licone 
grease over the contact surfaces. Each output passes through 2 rotary joints and 3 
magic tees. The tota l loss measured by comparing effective temperature with that of 
the horn antenna at the input of the receiver is 2.5 db including a polarization device. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of combining antenna signals. 

4. Receiver 

Two Dicke -type ferrite switches are used at the input of the receiver with common 
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square wave current. 500 c/s, flowing through the outer coil. By applying synchronous 
rectifier at the output of the receiver, we can get the record of R + L in para lle l with 
R- L. Two mixers are fed by a common local oscillator which is frequency controlled 
by a resonant cavity. Mixers and preamplifiers are carefully adjusted to secure similar 
performance. The band- width of the preamplifier is 10.5 Mc/ s. A rat- race hybrid 
circuit is used to combine two outputs of the 8 element interferometers at t he i- f stage. 
The b and- width of the main i- f amplifier is reduced to 8.5 Mc/s to relieve the possible 
unbalance of the preamplifier stage. The overall band- width of the interferometer is 
therefore 8.5 Mc/s. Noise figure of the receiver measured just before the turnstile 
circuit in Fig. 2 is 11.5, which corresponds to the r m s output fluctuation '51 of 3° K 
for the time constant of 0.5 sec. This time constant is a compromise between 
fluctuation and the distortion of the drift curve that has a fundamental frequency of 
about 0.1 c/s. The actual apparent fluctuation is about 12 degrees peak- to- peak, that is 
2.5 percent of the quiet sun level which oscillates between 130 and 610 dgrees. 

5. Phase adjustment of the interferometer 

Phase adjustment has been performed in the same way as IS used for the interferom
eter at 4 Gc/s, i. e., the method of using the sun as a signal. Choosing a day when the 
sun is as qu iet as possible, we take a series of drift curves by connecting the an tenna 
two by two successively. Then, deviation from the theoretical values is calculated for 
each pair using a frequency measu red from a drift curve of large beam numbers, say 
number 50 or more. The length of transmission lines are adjusted by inserting short 
waveguides between couplings. The error of 0.02 ), can be easily detected and corrected. 

6. Tolerance of gain unbalance between two preamplifiers 

The directive voltage pattern of the 16- element interferometer D ~r; can be written as, 

1-el 16P _ 1 
] -Ei<P - S 

1 +<JS'i' = Da. 1 +EJB!p ........ ............. ... (1) 
2 2 

where rp is the phase angle between inputs of the neighbouring antenna elements. It is 
quite clear that Dw is the product of two directive patterns, i. e., the directive pattern of 
8 element inte rferometer 0 8 and that of two element interferometer with each e lement at 
the center of two 8 elements. From this fact , it is very easy to calculate the effect of 
gain unbalance between two preamplifiers. If the ratio of this voltage gain be r which is 
less than a unity, equation (1) b ecomes, 

D;I; = Dd 1::E;s:P ......... ....... ..................................................... .. ............ (2) 

By numerical calculations, we can find that the first minimum of the power pattern rises 
by 0.12, 0.52 and 3.10 percent of the peak for the values of r = 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7 respecti
vely. Thus gain unbalance of 20 percent may be tolerable, but we are trying to keep this 
unbalance within 10 percent, i. e. within 20 percent on the recorder chart. 

III. Some results of observation 

1. Structure of the source of polarization of S-component 

\~fe have found by eclipse observations·r., that the source of polarization is confined 
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over the sunspots and consequently the bipolar sunspot ha s two sma ll sources of polari
zation over each sunspot. The change of the sense of polarization as a whole at a certain 
point on the course of travel over the so lar s urface may be due to the change of balance of 
these two sources'3l. This bipolar nature of the source of polarization was confirmed by 
using 2-e lement interferometer of large spacing at Nan~ay"7l . Observations by 16- elemert 
interferometer further support this structure, which is fairly clear when two sunspots 
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Drift curves for 4 Gc/ s on the same day. 

separate by a few minutes of arc. Fig. 3- (a) is an example of the drift curve, both 
for R+L and R-L, showing the existence of two sources in a radio source as small as 2 
minutes of arc. Two broken lines superposed on the drift curve of R- L are the 
similar drift curves on the neibouring days, shifted by putting the peaks of R + L on the 
same positiOn. Minimum level in Fig. 3 is a lower envelope of superimposed drift 
curves through the months of October and November, 1960. The unsymmetry of this 
curve around the center line may be due to the tilt of the polar axis, which may be 
explained as caused by the shift of the equatorial bright region near the limb towards the 
north pole. 

2. Size of the radio spot 

The size of S (s lowly varying) component was formerly measured by eclipse 
observations in 1955 8: and 195861 and we found that the bright region corresponds 
to the area of calcium plage at a frequency around 3000 Mc/ s. On the other hand. M. 
R. Kundu'9l suggested the existence of some small bright regions corresponding to the 
sunspot area other than the broad patches over the solar surface at a frequency of 9.3 
Gc/s. W. N. Christiansen and D. S. Mathewson showed a mu ch broader feature of the 
radio source at 1400 Mcjsli~» . 

Since the regular observations by 16- element interferometer were started, there had 
been two large isolated spots on the su n, which were fabourable to knowing the size of 
the radio sources. The results are shown in Fig. 4. "The peak" is taken over the 
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diffused region, no t over the m1mmum level, as shown in Fig. 3. The effective size of 
the source is estimated by assuming a rectangular uniform disk. Similar observations by 
8- element interferometer at 4 Gc/ s are also shown for comparison, though the resolving 
power in this case is half as poor. In Fig. 4, we can see that the s ize of the radio spots 
at 9.4 Gc/s is about 2 minutes of arc which corresponds closely to the area of the 
sunspots while the size at 4 Gc/ s seems to be much broader. For 4 Gc/ s, we have 
noticed for a long time that the shape of the peak on drift curves has a tendency of being 
triangular, as may be seen in Fig. 3·-b. It may suggest that there will be a very bright 
region at this frequency over the sunpot surrounded by a less bright region corresponding 
to the calcium plage, placed over a more diffu sed background. The concentration may be 
much pronounced at higher frequencies and may become much oblique at lower frequen· 
cies around 1000 Mc/cl81 (611111. These results may support th e previous papersl8116119illlll l1.1l , 
when the variation of shape for different frequencies are taken into account. Heliographic 
observations by V. V. Vitkevich and others'IO are not available for this discussion because 
of the poorer resolving powe r of the antenna. V. Ikhsanova1121 has concluded that the 
size of the emitting region does not differ much from one minute of arc, but the figures 
he has shown seem to differ from his conclusion. 

Another result that can be reduced from Fig. 4 is the center limb variation of the 
size of a radio source. This reduction is very difficult because the error increases as 
the spot rotates towards the limb where the intensity diminishes and the minimum level 
is steep. It may be seen, however, that the size does not change remarkably during its 
travel across the sun, though a slight tendency is perceived of diminishing its s ize 
towards the limb a t 9.4 Gc/s. This resu lt is not the same as that of the Au stralian 
group'1a, a disk- like model of S- region, probably due to the difference in frequency. 
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3. Movement of the source of pnlari :tation during the burst 

On Nomber lith. 14th and 15th. HlliO, very in tense bur;;ts were observed at Toyokawa. 
In these bursts, it wa;; found that tht> center of the source of polariza tion sh ifted appreci· 
ably during the 2nd phase of em wave burst. In these cases, t he center of brightness 
d id not move within the accurdcy of observations. This phenomenon suggests that the re 
a re two types of emissions on centimeter wavelength region. Datails are written in a 
separate paper in this volume (p::tge l ) . 
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